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Model Number: 1.106-112.0

Karcher K2000 Cold Electric 2000 psi 1.3Gpm Pressure Washer, 1.106-112.0 UPC 88622024880

Freight Included

Manufacturer: Karcher Pressure Washing

Karcher K2000 Cleaning Tool Cold Electric 2000 psi 1.4 Gpm Pressure Washer
1.106-112.0 EAN  UPC 88622024880

The all-new K2000 was developed to offer best-in-class cleaning performance and
unparalleled ease of use. 
This electric pressure washer delivers 2000 PSI of TruPressure&trade;, ensuring you
get the highest level of cleaning power, and is driven by a rugged induction motor. 
It includes convenience features such as an unique on/off foot switch, a pressurized
hose reel, a handy storage bin, two removable half-gallon detergent tanks and four
spray nozzles (including a turbo nozzle for intense cleaning). 
Metal hose connections, oversized no-flat wheels and an integrated aluminum frame
make this unit highly durable. 
Universal quick-connect nozzles and standard M22 hose connections simplify nozzle
and accessory usage. 
Best of all, no tools are needed for assembly &ndash; you can set up and start using
the K2000 in five minutes or less! 
When you're done cleaning, simply fold down the handle for compact storage. 
Backed by a three year limited warranty, the K2000 is K&auml;rcher's
top-of-the-range consumer electric pressure washer and the ideal outdoor cleaning
companion for demanding homeowners.
WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including lead and Diisononyl
phthalate, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer. For more
information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.

    2000 psi, 1. 3 GPM electric pressure washer with convenient on/off foot switch,
Folding handle for compact storage
    Includes four quick connect nozzles: turbo for maximum cleaning power, 15&deg; ,
40&deg; , and detergent
    Large removable bin for hassle-free storage of accessories and personal items;
Maximum water inlet Temp (&deg;F): maximum 70 , Operating Pressure (PSI):
maximum 2000
    Compatible with industry-standard pressure washer accessories, dual removable
detergent tanks with selector switch and integrated water filter
    Universal quick-connect nozzles and standard M22 hose connections, adapter
garden hose A3/4 inch, 
    3 Year limited

Our Best-in-Class Pressure Washer
Packed with Innovative Features:
Designed for high end performance with 2000 PSI and a 1.3 GPM water flow rate,
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K&auml;rcher&rsquo;s K2000 is perfect for users who demand the ultimate level of
home cleaning. Integrated metal extrusions, oversized wheels and overall robust
design allows you to take the product where you need to go. Key ease-of-use
features include high cord wind, tall handle, bucket storage bin, space-saving rotating
handle, dual removable detergent tanks, pressurized hose reel and an innovative
on/off foot switch. Universal quick-connect wands and standard M22 hose
connections simplify nozzle and accessory usage. The induction motor is engineered
to withstand the rigorous demands of frequent residential use.
Certified Performance:
The K2000 meets all Pressure Washer Manufacturers Association PW101
performance requirements, which ensures accurate PSI and GPM ratings.
Backed by the Rapid Exchange Program:
The Rapid Exchange Program bypasses the hassles of a traditional repair program by
providing a quick and free replacement for a pressure washer that requires
in-warranty repairs. This model is covered by a 3 year warranty.

Compare to current or past OEM associations:
K2000B SC2
1.106-157.0
11061570
UPC 88622024880
11061570001045
558153227
563027073
0886622019862
1.106-112.0
11061120
K2000
332126469828
 
Cleaning unit / speed: 2600
 
Technical data

    
        
            Pressure (PSI)
            max. 2000
        
        
            Flow rate (GPM)
            max. 1.3
        
        
            Maximum water inlet Temp (&deg;F)
            max. 104
        
        
            Weight w/o accessories (lbs)
            44.5
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            Dimensions (L x W x H) (in)
            18.25 x 22 x 35.5
        
    

  

Amazon $223.00 free shipping less 5% = $211.85
-->

Availability: This product was added to our catalog on Tuesday 08 October, 2019
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